GENERAL DIRECTIVES ABOUT WRITING
 It is not essential to be registered as members in order to submit an article. The articles
submission is only done electronically.
 The articles are reviewed by the Editorial Board, which, thereafter, will contact you
for potential corrections or simply in order to inform you for the timetable of your
article publication.
 We do not collect personal data during the on-line submission of the articles or
propositions for the journal. Telephone numbers, E-mails or other information which
may be asked, are exclusively collected for contacting you and for your faster service.
The secrecy of the IP addresses and the electronic information is strictly observed.
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Each submitted article should be written both in Greek and in English.
The whole text should be written with Times New Roman font.
It should be double-spaced.
The pages should have margins 2,5 cm above, below, right and left.
The main text should be in size 12 font. Further clarifications for the remaining text
are analytically reported below.
6) The title of the article should be written in bold capital letters.
7) The profession of the author, the institution-university in which he/she belongs and the
writing date should be written in size 10 font.
8) The terms summary, introduction, sections of the article, any sub-sections of the
article, conclusion and references should be written in bold and underlined writing and
Times New Roman font. Instead of using size 12 font in the references part, you
should use size 10 as it appears in the model.
9) The term Key-words in Times New Roman, size 12 and underlining font.
10) References should be numbered with alphabetical order or simply numbered.
11) In all the text extent, wherever you use a piece of information reported by a certain
bibliographic source, the number of the source that corresponds to the one which is
entered in the bibliography should be written in parenthesis.
12) The uncut phrase transfer from foreign texts is prohibited and that’s why there is a
validation by our editorial board.
13) The size of a section should be similar to the other sections size, something that is also
applied to the paragraphs, etc.
14) The reviews text should be about 12 pages with no exceed of this limit allowed
(references are also included).

REVIEW-TYPE ARTICLE MODEL.
TITLE OF THE ARTICLE
Name of the author
Author profession, institution-university in which he/she belongs, writing date.

Abstract:
About 10 lines…
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Key-words:
1. Introduction.
Introductive data, which is related to the article content and structured in verbally
equivalent paragraphs [1].
2. Title of the first article section.
……………..
3. Title of the second article section.
…………
4. Title of the third article section.
………..
5. Title of the forth article section.
………
5.1 Title of the first sub-section of the forth article section.
………
5.2 Title of the second sub-section of the forth article section.
………
6. Conclusion.

References:
1. Author’s name, “Title of the article……..”, Journal for example J Neurosci 27:7648 –7653, year for example
2007.
2. …
3. …
4. … etc.
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 The issues of our journal:
HelMSIC news.
New activities, meetings, campaigns, etc. which are organized in the frames of
HelMSIC.

New actions of the HelMSIC local committee of Larissa - announcements.
Upcoming actions, which are programmed by the HelMSIC local committee of
Larissa as well as organizations, which have taken place in the past.

University of Thessaly - School of Medicine.
Serial of articles, aiming at the work and offering promotion of the University of
Thessaly-Medical School in Greece and abroad.
Historical data - photographic material.
Special articles dedicated to Hippocrates, his life and work in Thessaly

Scientific and educational news.
There will be a column in each copy of our journal, named top five, where five of
the top medical news will be reported. There is also a permanent part of the
journal located to the right, where both medical news in Greece (Greek language)
and international medical news (in general or per category, in English language)
are reported. However, there might be also articles written, in which some of the
most important news of the health field and of medical education throughout the
whole world, will be reported.

Medical issues reviews and research studies.
Bibliographic review of medical issues regarding any specialty and medical
research studies. There will be issues which will be dedicated to specific medical
subjects, something that will be announced in time.

Presentations-Announcements in medical congresses.
Presentations in medical congresses of any specialty. The congress in which they
were presented and also the location and the date of the congress conduction
should be mentioned.

Visual assimilation (multimedia) - Photographic material.
Photographic and audiovisual material regarding any medical subject. It is
preferred that you combine the article that you write, with some corresponding
audiovisual material that you should separately submit.

Medical cases presentation.
Interesting clinical cases, where there will be an evaluation of the patient medical
record (without referring the patient name), his/her examinations in the
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differential-diagnose frame, etc. and the whole differential-diagnostic approach
and thereafter the diagnosis confirmation (if this has been done) with the
proposed treatment shall also be mentioned.

Research and researcher.
The research in Greece.
There will be interviews dedicated to a researcher of Greece or even abroad.
Some elements of the researcher biographical sketch as well as elements of
his/her inquiring work and offering in the medical science will be presented.

Professional re-establishment – Medical Specialties – Career.
There is a permanent special part of each issue located to the right, where
essential information for doctors is included (medical specialties, medical
congresses). However, there might be articles, regarding any subject which
concerns the professional re-establishment, specialties and career, written in the
journal issue.

The doctor’s role in the modern society. The doctor-patient relationship.
Articles presenting the role of the doctor based on the present situation,
description of the modern data that the development of the society imposes and
report for the doctor and patient interaction way.

Medical deontology. Moral reflections.
Articles concerning the deontology code of the medical action and subjects which
need moral investigation and perturb the modern medical community.

Communication Channel - your letters.
Subjects puzzling you in relation to the medicine field or even our journal
improvement, as well as any clarification or query, may be published in the blog
that we have created in the electronic address http://helmedica.blogspot.com
where we might communicate openly in order to maintain a world channel of
direct communication.

NOTE: Those who wish to receive the special program for easy references
classification, may contact us via the E-mail: info@helmedica.gr
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